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Minimum:Requires a 64-bit processor and operating systemOS: Windows 7/8/10Processor: CPU: Intel Dual-Core 2 GHz or similar AMD CPUMemory: 4 GB RAMGraphics: GeForce GTX 760 / AMD Radeon 550 RX or above (with 2 GB VRAM or above)DirectX: Version 11Network: Broadband Internet connectionStorage: 7 GB available space
Recommended:Requires a 64-bit processor and operating systemOS: Windows 7/8/10Processor: CPU: Intel Quad-Core 3 GHz or similar AMD CPUMemory: 8 GB RAMGraphics: GeForce GTX 1070 / AMD Radeon 5600 XT (with 8 GB VRAM or above)DirectX: Version 11Network: Broadband Internet connectionStorage: 10 GB available space
Minimum:Requires a 64-bit processor and operating systemOS: Ubuntu 12.04 or newer (glibc 2.14 required)Processor: CPU: Intel Dual-Core 2 GHz or similar AMD CPUGraphics: GeForce GTX 760 / AMD Radeon 550 RX or above (with 2 GB VRAM or above)Network: Broadband Internet connectionStorage: 7 GB available spaceAdditional Notes: Works
best with proprietary Nvidia driver, OpenGL 4.5 required Recommended:Requires a 64-bit processor and operating systemOS: Ubuntu 16.04Processor: CPU: Intel Quad-Core 3 GHz or similar AMD CPUGraphics: GeForce GTX 1070 / AMD Radeon 5600 XT (with 8 GB VRAM or above)Network: Broadband Internet connectionStorage: 10 GB available
spaceAdditional Notes: Works best with proprietary Nvidia driver, OpenGL 4.5 required 30 Mar 1.3.5 - Vegetation Clustering Massive performance improvements due to smarter rendering 22 Mar 1.3.0 Ground Update different ground types require special treatment, machines like disc harrow or plow have different influence on the ground / plant
growth 15 Dec 1.1 - Christmas Update Performance Update & New Implements & variations, new gameplay elements e.g. "silage pushing" and a some "secret stuff" 19 Nov 1.0.2.14 Several Bugfixes 13 Nov 1.0.2.13 polish translation, nice vehicle realism features & bugfixes 23 Oct 15 Oct 1.0 - Retail Version Cattle and Crops - Release Version Full
Changelog 02 Jul 0.9.8.5 - Language & Translations Update Added support for Spanisch, Italian, French, Polish and Russian next to English and German. Full Changelog 23 Jun 0.9.8 - Polishing & Immersion Update Full Changelog 31 Mar 0.9.6 - Field Work Package Full Changelog 12 Mar 0.9.5 - Tombstone Update, Bugfixes Full Changelog 18 Dec
0.9.0 - Maize grain harvest & polishing 16 Oct 0.7.0 - Seasons Content: Improved weather system for seasons, big content rework of the Albergtal map and introduced a new Field Guidance System (FGS), Partial engine upgrade to Tombstone 2.9.1. 25 Jul 0.6.0 - Detailed Ground, Plant & Weather Simulation, BGP Content: Rauch Axis 30.1 W fertilizer,
new weather system, interactive 3D displays, complex NPK visualization and usage, AI helper improvements, new silos and a fully working BGP 28 Mar 0.5.0 - Difficulties, UI, Tutorials Content: easier introduction to the game, entry level tutorials 20 Dec 0.4.0 - Grassland Update 2 23 Nov 0.3.0 - Grassland Update Content: mower, tedder, rake,
drying, performance, physics 28 Sep 0.2.5 - Straw Update Content: Claas Quadrant, Joskin Wago, Frontloader Tools Full change log 15 Aug 0.2.3 Planned content: Assign yourself in Harvest-Task (as Tractor), Improvements & Bugfixes 06 Jul 0.2.2 new tractor, new implements, new trailer, graphical improvements, dirty machines and vehicles,
economy: variable prices at traders 08 Jun 0.2.1 Planned content (may change): more visual effects for combine update, assign yourself in more task-types, serveral bugfixes Changelog 30 May 0.2.0.1 Fixes Crash in Animal-Transport Mission Bugfixes: Spawning Tucano at farm, (..) 25 May 0.2.0 - Combine Update new fruit(s), Claas Tucano harvester
including cutter(s), new trailer(s), new sowing machine(s) 0.2.0 Changelog 26 Apr 0.1.5.2 AI Fieldwork Bugfixes 24 Apr 20 Apr 0.1.5.0 Headtracking Support (trackIR), UI Improvements for employees and tasks (copy task, save task as draft, load task), several bugfixes Changelog 03 Apr 0.1.4.1 Hotfix Fixes Fieldwork AI-Crashes 29 Mar 0.1.4.0
Planned content: tutorial missions, new tractor, improved steering wheel support (g27/g29), advanced control setting options 0.1.4.0 Changelog 16 Mar 0.1.3.0 Planned content: new implement(s), employees don't leave fields (headland support), autosave, savegame-backup, several bugfixes 01 Mar 0.1.2.1 0.1.2.1 Changelog 23 Feb 0.1.2.0 0.1.2.0
Changelog 15 Feb 13 Feb 0.1.1 - Steam Early Access Release Changelog 02 Feb 0.1.0.5 0.1.0.5 Changelog 26 Jan 0.1.0.4 0.1.0.4 Changelog 16 Jan 0.1.0.3 0.1.0.3 Changelog 12 Jan 0.1.0.2 0.1.0.2 Changelog 28 Dec 0.1.0.1 - Mission Hotfix 0.1.0.1 Changelog 22 Dec 0.1.0 - Community Early Access Release 0.1.0.0 Changelog 06 Dec 0.0.9.9 - Bugfix &
Performance 0.0.9.9 Changelog 17 Nov 0.0.9.8 - Bugfix - Season One 0.0.9.8 Changelog 03 Nov 0.0.9.7 - Bugfix & new Functions 0.0.9.7 Changelog 20 Oct 0.0.9.6 - Bugfix & new Functions 0.0.9.6 Changelog 13 Oct 0.0.9.5 - Animal Update 0.0.9.5 Changelog 27 Sep 0.0.9.4.1 0.0.9.4.1 Changelog 22 Sep 0.0.9.4 - Corn Chopping 0.0.9.4 Changelog 01
Sep 0.0.9.3 Seeding Update 0.0.9.3 Changelog 24 Aug 0.0.9.2.3 0.0.9.2.3 Changelog 18 Aug 0.0.9.2.2 0.0.9.2.2 Changelog 11 Aug 04 Aug 0.0.9.2 - Fertilizer Update Changelog 21 Jul 0.0.9.1 - Slurry Update Changelog 30 Jun 0.0.9 - Plowing & Modding Changelog 09 Jun 0.0.8 - Tech Demo Release Changelog Noone has rated this game yetNone of the
verified owners have rated this gameThere is no rating for applied filtersN/AFilters: Not sure what to write? Cattle and crops is a simulation game related to farming activities. The creator and developer of this game are the Masterbrain Bytes GmbH & Co. The publisher of this game is Toplitz. Released for the first time on 9th June 2017 it was an
early released tech demo game. The early access to this game was provided on steam on 13th February 2018. The 1.0 version of this game was launched on 15th October 2020. What is the game about? It is a very new generation game that is all about farming simulation. It has been developed with special emphasis on detailing in the game. The
engine of this game is based upon the C4 engine developed by Terathon, which has been improvised greatly to be compatible with the necessities of this game. The game can be presently availed only on platforms like Linux, windows. It will soon be available on PS4 and Xbox One shortly. It is the best farming simulation that you will ever come across.
It has a very unique design and detailing. There are detailed types of machinery in the game which show real-time physics concepts and several functions. The vehicular controls in this game are very convenient to use. They have versatility functioning and can be controlled with the help of a radio-based menu and a quick navigation bar. Gameplay
This game carries you away to the countryside and makes it impressive for you with the insights and concentration on every detail. You can enjoy the complete experience of how farming can be done. You just need to carry out work on the fields with the machines that are available to you and show proper coordination in all the tasks with your coworkers. You can bring in the harvest, care for your animals and maintain the cycle of production of food which will be difficult but can also satisfy the tasks that must be done by a farmer. You just need to keep following your works as a farmer dies with all the challenges that come in your way. Apart from the challenges, you will also come across
several good aspects of farming. This includes sowing seeds and harvesting the crops, managing your cattle, using fertilizers, etc. The growth of plants is based on proper nutrition and fertilization. It can be both organic as well as many made. Several grassland tasks must be accomplished by the players. It also comprises handling physical bales,
stacking bales, and using a front loader tool to carry them. The game can be played in multiplayer mode. It also features the option of career mode, you can choose it from the menu in the game. However, you might not be able to access any mode you want just at the beginning of the game because the game only allows you to unlock certain modes
after you have accomplished the required tasks and reached a higher level in the game. Continue reading this post further to know the amazing features offered by this game. Main Features of the game: Many people want to try farming even it is virtually or in a game. For all such people, the arrival of this game is indeed great news. Not just the
gameplay but it also offers some really good features. To know more about these features, read below: It is important that you take proper care of all your crops to make sure that their head doesn’t hang down and your fields keep prospering. The growth of plants with the help of the BBCH scale is done based on several characteristics of the soil such
as pH value, sunlight hours, moisture, temperature, diseases, and fertilizer. Effective weather mechanism The weather system offered in this game is very effective. It keeps providing you the necessary information that you need to know when the right time to harvest your crops is. This way, it makes sure that your harvest doesn’t get wasted. You
can harvest your crops only when you are ready. The terrain that is offered to the players while playing this game is very strong and powerful. It allows you to run across the terrain very easily. This terrain is equally good for the growth of crops. You can grow different kinds of crops on this terrain. The graphics that you can find in this game are very
attractive and the players can be glued to the game for a very long time once they start playing. The graphics are so distinctive that it helps the players in seeking more and more interest in the game. Another interesting feature of this game is that it offers many new farming tools. These tools are very unique and completely different from the ones
that were available in the older versions of this game. You can explore more and more farming tools at each new level in the game. You just need to move ahead in the game while accomplishing the tasks that you are supposed to. The music that keeps playing in the background all the while you keep farming in this game is very suitable to the
concept of farming. It completely matches the visual setup of the game. The music is extremely high quality with no lags or pauses. This makes sure that there is no distraction caused in your gaming experience. Playing video games has become a very commonly used mode for people to pass away their leisure time. There are so many reasons why
video games are so popular in the game market. There are several genres of video games available including farming games, adventure games, action games, arcade games and so many others as well. This is one such very popular video game that is played by millions of gamers. It is completely free to play except for the in-app purchases which are
not mandatory for you to go for. You can download it very easily and play it on any device you want. Cattle and Crops PC Game Download Name Cattle and Crops Initial Release Date 9 June 2017 Platforms Microsoft Windows, Linux Developer Masterbrain Bytes Genres Simulation Video Game, Indie game Publisher Masterbrain Bytes, Toplitz
Productions Mod Category PC Games >Simulation This download is 100% Free and Hosted on the Fastest Cloud Server. How To Download Cattle and Crops PC Instructions Step 1: Click On Download Button, You will be redirected to our download page Step 2: Click On Download Cattle and Crops PC Button Step 3: Your Download Will Start Free
Installer Officially Created From GamingBeasts.com Step 4: Download & Install The File & Then You Will Be Able To Install The Game Step 5: With Good Internet Connection, It Will Be Easy To Download The Game Step 6: After Completing The Installation You Can Enjoy Cattle and Crops PC For free If you still face any problems or want to report any
bugs please contact me. Cattle and Crops – Minimum System Requirement CPU: CPU: Intel Dual-Core 2 GHz or similar AMD CPU CPU SPEED: Info RAM: 4 GB OS: Windows 7/8/10 VIDEO CARD: GeForce GTX 460 / AMD Radeon 6700 HD or above (with 1 GB VRAM or above) PIXEL SHADER: 5.0 VERTEX SHADER: 5.0 SOUND CARD: Yes FREE DISK
SPACE: 6 GB DEDICATED VIDEO RAM: 1024 MB Cattle and Crops – Recommended System Requirement CPU: CPU: Intel Quad-Core 3 GHz or similar AMD CPU CPU SPEED: Info RAM: 8 GB OS: Windows 7/8/10 VIDEO CARD: GeForce GTX 1070 / AMD Radeon RX 580 (with 4 GB VRAM or above) PIXEL SHADER: 5.1 VERTEX SHADER: 5.1 SOUND
CARD: Yes FREE DISK SPACE: 10 GB DEDICATED VIDEO RAM: 4096 MB FAQs This game requires Windows 8, Windows 7, and Windows 10 running on your device. This game requires almost 6 GB of disk space to get installed. This game consumes nearly 4GB of RAM which can also be referred to as memory space. Check Also
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